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Dream Home 2022

You’ll have the most energy-efficient and architecturally
appealing house on the block with VELUX skylights.
Our skylights with shades not only elevate your home’s
beauty and overall value, but they also serve a critical
function by letting natural daylight in, which can boost
your health and keep your home fresh. And regardless of
which room they’re installed in, you’ll enjoy a room with
a breathtaking view.

FEATURED SKYLIGHT:
Our No Leak Fixed Skylights with shades are a dynamic duo of
style and function — bringing an intriguing visual element with
a clean exterior profile that blends in with rooflines while letting
fresh air in. The integrated shades add a layer of insulation and
give you total light control, so you can transform your space
with natural daylight or diffuse it when needed. With VELUX
skylights, you can achieve a beautiful, healthier and more energyefficient home.

VIEW FIXED SKYLIGHTS

Our No Leak Solar Powered Fresh Air
and Electric Skylights are perfect for
bathrooms. You’ll take a soak in the tub
or a refreshing shower to the next level
with skylights that bring natural daylight
while removing dampness and steam
without sacrificing the privacy you need.
And our Sun Tunnel® skylights are great
for smaller bathrooms.

VIEW BATHROOM INSPIRATION

For living rooms, we recommend
No Leak Solar Powered Fresh Air
Skylights with shades to deliver the fresh
air and perfect amount of natural light
you need, so you can easily diffuse the
light when watching a movie or brighten
when curling up with a book. You can
expand the look of your space and enjoy
the view of lush outdoor greenery from
the couch or simply block the light when
it’s time to get movie night started.

VIEW LIVING ROOM INSPIRATION

By adding skylights to your enclosed
patio or screened-in porch, you’ll be able
to bask in more natural light in outdoor
spaces while letting interior rooms share
in that naturally lit love. There are a
variety of skylight models that work on
patios and porches.
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VIEW PORCH INSPIRATION

Our No Leak Solar Powered Fresh Air
Skylights tend to be installed in the
highest and most centrally located
point of your house to provide freshair ventilation to your whole home, so
they’re also great for stairwells, hallways
and closets. Our Sun Tunnel® Skylights
even pull daylight into compact areas.

VIEW HALLWAY AND STAIRWELL INSPIRATION

Our skylights with shades work well in any
space where you want customized light control
that transitions with you from day to night —
whether it’s bathrooms, bedrooms or mudrooms.
Shades come in more than 60 colors and
patterns to complement any design.

VIEW SKYLIGHT SHADES
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Smart Home 2022

Creating a cozy and inviting indoor space starts with
setting your sights on VELUX skylights. Designed to bring
natural light and fresh air in, they reduce dependence on
air conditioning while highlighting architectural details
for enhanced energy efficiency in a stylish package.
Thoughtfully created to bring a solution to every space,
skylights add visual appeal and open, natural light while
still allowing for privacy.

Our No Leak Solar Powered Fresh Air Skylights with lightfiltering shades fill your home with natural light and fresh air to
open up your space without compromising privacy, making them
ideal for most rooms. And because they have shades, you’ll have
total customization at your fingertips with a convenient remote
control that helps meet your needs anytime — whether you’re
letting light in during the day, admiring the starry sky at night or
activating the room-darkening feature to catch some extra ZZZs
in the morning.

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE SOLAR POWERED FRESH AIR SKYLIGHT
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FEATURED SKYLIGHT:

A welcoming kitchen is the heart of your home —
a gathering space for everyone in your household to catch
up amid the hustle and bustle. Our skylights open your
space, adding visual interest and making your kitchen
look bigger. They extend a friendly invitation for guests
to relax and refresh while also brightening the room and
bringing the natural light you need for detailed cooking
tasks. Pulling fresh air in to reduce humidity and cooking
odors, our skylights will rejuvenate your kitchen and help
it perform better.

FEATURED SKYLIGHT:
We recommend our No Leak Solar Powered Fresh Air Skylights
for spaces where things get heated. Between cooking and baking,
you’ll want a skylight that opens and works with a window below
to release warm air while pulling in cool, fresh air without stealing
valuable cabinet space and storage. Our Solar Powered Skylights
also qualify for a 30% federal tax credit.

GET MORE KITCHEN INSPIRATION
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Urban Oasis 2022
®

Our Skylights and Sun Tunnels® will make your space a
sight to behold. Whether you’re shedding light on your
gallery wall or your artisanal furniture, our extensive line
of skylights will bring a healthy dose of daylight and fresh
air in to revamp your favorite at-home retreat.

SEE MORE SKYLIGHT INSPIRATION FROM THE HGTV® HOME GIVEAWAYS

Our full line of VELUX skylights will make any space
worthy of a swoon. Designed to add architectural intrigue
while bringing natural light and fresh air in, VELUX
skylights come in a variety of No Leak solar powered,
electric, manual and fixed options built to work for your
needs and preference. Whether you want to bring natural
light into your bedroom to highlight an accent wall or
simply want to reduce your home climate’s dependence on
air conditioning, VELUX skylights will transform any room
into a head-turning space.

LEARN MORE ABOUT VELUX SKYLIGHTS

VISIT WHYSKYLIGHTS.COM

FIND YOUR LOCAL VELUX INSTALLER

Get personalized skylight planning with a VELUX Trusted Advisor by calling 864-477-5770.
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